INTRODUCTION
The current global situation is an unstable environment which is characterized, first of all, by a lot of asymmetric conflicts where one of the engaged parties, the weak one, has been specializing in classic or urban guerrilla conflicts and the military-developed countries have been developing their antiterrorist fighting capabilities continuously. This is one of the reasons why the weapons industry of these military-developed countries is focusing more and more on the combat mobile cells production as a solution to fight against terrorist cells. These kind of military technical systems have to display a more increased viability in antiterrorist or guerrilla fights. From the point of view of the researchers who try to find out new solutions of the problem, a combat/fighting mobile cell, which could be seen as a military acting system, must comprise the following main parts (Figure 1 
THE SUGGESTED OPERATIONAL MILITARY REQUIREMENTS WHICH HAVE TO BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION
Due to the fact that the rear vat, in case of the DAC 2.65 FAEG, and the platform, for the BCV 320, are almost empty, the vehicles have large possibilities to be equipped in order to fulfil different kinds of missions from the civilian and military fields. 
A SHORT PRESENTATION OF THE VEHICLES
As it is known, the maximum weight for a light off-road articulated vehicle (in our situation, DAC 2.65 FAEG) is less than three tones.
It consists in two equal vats connected to each other through a central pivoting bearing which allows moving both parts around the vehicle longitudinal central axis.
All wheels of this kind of vehicle are live and steering and it has no suspension.
The transmission is inside of the body (capsulated could be said), so, theoretically, the designers consider that the vehicle cannot be stuck in the mud.
BCV 320 is a prototype too, as the DAC 2.65, but this general structure has a classic conformation: 4 live wheel, high ground clearance, front wheels steering etc.
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The main reason is to obtain some important conclusions for the vehicle which are going to be used as a mobile platform which has been purposed to be part of the mobile cell which is going to be used in air force missions in general, and to launch UAV in our situation.
In this situation, the market demands involve the endowed of the mobile cell for forward reconnaissance missions with a new type of vehicle (the most viable) which are going to be used as mobile platform to launch an UAV system. So, the project main theme and the purposed mobile platforms for the project have been identified. The suggested types of vehicles (there are two completely different types of mobile platforms) are: -the light off-road articulated prototype vehicle, DAC 2.65 FAEG and -the classic off-road vehicle named BCV-320, prototype too.
The Criteria Establishment.
In this research eight operational requirements were selected as criteria for the advanced multicriteria analyzing method. Thus, the chosen criteria are:
-constructive simplicity; -low overall dimensions; -low weight; -tactical-operational mobility; -easy exploitation to fulfil the missions;
-high maintainability; -high range; -transportability.
Determining the weight of each criterion.
A weight factor is calculated separated on each criterion. The following abbreviations are used into Table II: -constructive simplicity -CS; -low overall dimensions -OD; -low weight -LW; -tactical-operational mobility -TM;
-easy exploitation to fulfil the missions -EE; -high maintainability -HM; -high range -HR; -transportability -TB.
A wide range of vertical equipment can be attached on the DAC 2.65 FAEG platform (the rear vat) without affecting too much its stability because it has the advantage of the low center of gravity.
The BCV 320 is rather high for an off-road vehicle but it has a large platform which could be endowed with a large area of types of assets.
The operational military requirements which could influence the mission and which is studied in this article (the forward reconnaissance missions using the UAV-s) are [1] :
-constructive simplicity; -high reliability; -compactness; -tactical-operational mobility; -low overall dimensions; -low weight; -easy exploitation to fulfil the missions; -high maintainability; -high ergonomics for the crew; -high range; -transportability; -efficiency of combat actions -the results that can be obtained; -profitability -the fast and restoration costs of fighting capacity. First of all, the researchers will remove one operational requirement which has the same value for both vehicles: the profitability.
Also, the efficiency of combat actions criterion will be eliminated because it is going to be derived from the other criteria.
After that, they are going to select from this list the most important military operational requirements.
The purpose of the study is to reveal the most viable vehicle for this kind of mission.
ESTABLISHING THE BEST VEHICLE FOR THIS KIND OF MISSION BY USING THE ADVANCED MULTI-CRITERIA METHOD
As we know, in order to compare many item categories the advanced multi-criteria analysis method is one of the best methods.
THE RESULTS INTERPRETATION -CONCLUSIONS
Under this analysis, as it could be seen in Table III , DAC 2.65 FAEG has the best structure for this kind of missions. What is remarkable is that the difference between the purposed variants is quite large. This situation can suggest that the designers of DAC 2.65 FAEG prototype were well inspired and the solution of this kind of structure (light and articulated vehicle, all live and steering wheels) is viable for forward reconnaissance missions using UAV systems.
This situation is a challenge for the researcher in order to try to insert into exploitation this type of vehicle taking into consideration more criteria, for example the ease of manufacturer. It could be difficult to make an original vehicle from the zero stage. Within this table, the classical annotations, for this method, to compare the criteria are used: 1 when the row criterion is more important than column criterion, 0,5 when both of them are equally important and 0 when the column criterion is more important than the row criterion.
The amount of the row points for each criterion determines the classification of the criteria.
The weight factors can be calculated by using different formulas. The very practical formula FRISCO was used to calculate the weight factors in this situation:
where: p, m, ∆p, ∆p' and N crt are according to the technical literature Thus, the results are presented into the Table 2 . 4.3 The identification of the variants, granting the N grade and the establishing of the consequences matrix. This comparative analysis intends to compare two variants of special vehicles and establishing the best of them in order to fulfill the air force mission, mainly forward reconnaissance missions using UAV systems. The suggested mobile platforms are the light off-road articulated prototype vehicle, DAC 2.65 FAEG and a classic off-road vehicle named BCV-320, prototype too.
Each criterion received a grade of importance from 1 to 10. Normally, it is called importance grade or contribution to a criterion grade. This importance grade is granted to each variant based on the technical and/or tactical characteristics, taking into consideration each criterion. The grades N i which were granted to each variant are presented in Table 3 .
As it is known, the weight factors influenced the importance grades. The wedge between the weight factors and the importance grades must be calculated for each criterion in this method. The final classification will be logically established by the sum of the N i x γ i wedges. Into the Table 3 these calculations are presented.
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No 3 (30) 2015 Only one DAC 2.65 vehicle is still functioning and it has been tested during some demonstrative exercises by the researchers of the "Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy from Brașov in two conformations: as an UAV Forward Reconnaissance Mobile Cell ( Figure  4 ) and as a combat mobile cell carrying a mini antiterrorist team ( Figure 5 ).
The BCV 320 structure is a classical one and it can be manufactured very easy comparative with the DAC 2.65 FAEG.
Thus, the analysis can become more complex and it can be the main subject of some next investigations…
